Decision-making procedure based on fuzzy relational composition may require that the involved connectives are not idempotent to handle signi cant information properly. Y et, non-idempotence may result in meaningless inference when the universes of discourse are dense. Here we propose a novel kind of connective and a formal de nition of relational composition for dense universes of discourse which allow the aggregation of di erent path of reasoning con rming each other without incurring in total loss of information.
Introduction
Since the rst seminal works 1] 2] the concept of fuzzy relational equation has been widely applied to classi cation and decision-making tasks. The main reason for these applications is probably the ability o f fuzzy relational equations to handle goals and constraints in a uniform way and to ease the solution of both direct and inverse problems.
For example, a general decision problem with one goal and one constraint can be handled de ning a universe U G of possible goals, a universe U C spanned by a v ariable to be constrained and a universe U D of possible decisions. The imprecise goal G is a fuzzy set on U G discriminating various goals by means of di erent membership values. A smooth constraint is modeled with a fuzzy set C on U C giving higher membership values to more acceptable values of the constrained variable. In the relational composition framework, sup ;t composition may h a ve s o m e a d v antage over the conventional sup ; min 9] 10] as they avoid the non-interaction of the min connective allowing, for example, the processing of repetitive information. Further on, the generalization to s-t composition 6] provides interaction between the information coming from di erent \pieces" of the relation, i.e. from di erent path of reasoning that occasionally con rm the same consequence.
Though these generalizations may bring additional computational complexity and their advantages have to be discussed on a case-by-case basis, decision-making problems are favorite candidates to bene t from information interaction, especially from the correct management of repetitive information which h a ve a w ell de nite meaning. Think, for example, on how t h e t wo real-world data "cold weather" and "windy weather" a ect one's decision towards an heavier coat when just one of the two is 0.5 true or both are.
It can be intuitively accepted that the ability of considering repetitive information comes from the nonidempotence of the adopted connectives. Regrettably, if not cautiously administrated, non-idempotence has an undesirable saturation e ect preventing a straightforward extension to dense or nely sampled universes.
Such a phenomenon will be described in Section 2 while Section 3 recalls some formal properties of continuous-norm-based connectives. Section 4 de nes the new quantized connectives and analyzes their relationship with the more conventional ones. Section 5 and Section 6 de ne and discuss the concept of in nite and possibily dense aggregation specializing some results for the newly introduced connectives. Some Conclusions are nally drawn.
Universe Sampling in Direct and Inverse Reasoning
Consider the universe of discourse U = ;1 1] on which the fuzzy set A(x) = maxf0 1 ; 1:5jx ; 0:5jg is de ned. Consider also the fuzzy relation R : U 2 7 ! T such t h a t R(u v) = e ;4(u;0:2) 2 ;4(v;0:3) 2 and the generalized s-t composition with the s-norm x?y = x + y ; xy and the s-conorm (t-norm) x>y = xy.
The universe U is dense in the topological sense but, as we h a ve n o t y et introduced a proper de nition of disjunctive aggregation of an in nite collection of truth values, we extend the nite case 6] in the most intuitive w ay. T h us, we consider the values of fuzzy sets and relations in certain points evenly distributed on U. S a y that there are n of these points distributed so that each of them is 2=n away from the next one, clearly as n increases the sampling re nes.
Consider the composition B = R A for n = 1 0 20 : : : 90, then for n = 1 0 0 200 : : : 900, n = 1000 2000 : : : 9000 and nally for n = 1 0 0 0 0 20000 :: : 90000. The resulting fuzzy sets B are reported in Figure 1-a) . From that Figure we easily get that as n ! 1 , B grows to 1 in almost all U. T h i s a monotonic phenomenon which appears to have a logarithmic trend as steps from n = 10000 to n = 90000 produce almost the same increase as steps from n = 1 0 0 0 t o n = 9000, from n = 100 to n = 900 and from n = 1 0 t o n = 90.
Actually, this is due to the logarithmic generator of the adopted s-norm as we will see later and will be the topic of the following Sections. By now, note that, for generalized s-t composition a paradoxical law seems to hold causing a loss of information with denser sampling.
In fact, A could represent the uncertain but non-null knowledge about a factor a ecting a nal decision and R a k n o wn relation between that factor and the optimal decision to be taken. According to our previous discussion, our inference relies on a non-idempotent s-norm to increase the validity of its decisions when stronger or multiple evidence con rms them. Nevertheless, as the universe of discourse is sampled with increasing density this mechanism increases the validity o f e v ery possible decision up to its maximum.
This anomaly replicates also in inverse problems. To simplify the discussion assume that only a couple of fuzzy sets A and B is given to estimate R such that B = R A.
To see that continuous non-idempotent s-norm are not a proper model for these tasks consider another relation R 0 (u v) = e ;4(u+0:2) 2 ;4(v+0:3) 2 de ned on U 2 . F rom Figure 2 it is clear that R and R 0 represent two v ery distinct results for an inverse problem. If the s-t composition were an appropriate model to link this results with the observable information A and B, t h e t wo compositions R A and R 0 A should give two w ell-distinguishable outcomes. Figure 3 reports the comparison between R A and R 0 A for n = 9 0 900 9000 showing how t h e t wo became indistinguishable as n increases.
Non-idempotence of ? plays here a central role. In fact, as long as every two arbitrarily small pieces of information can be disjoint to obtain a statement which is strictly stronger than its components, enough circumstantial evidence may always overcome a full proof. Though the general validity of this point of view can be discussed, this is not the desired behavior whenever universes of discourse are dense or nely sampled. In this case, in fact, more \replicas" of the same piece of information can be obtained simply increasing sampling resolution, without conveying any real information. Thus, the max operator gives a global skeleton on which scaled archimedean s-norms are correctly adjusted to specify the disjunction of similar truth values. In particular, from Property 1 w e also have t h a t c o n tinuous s-norms are idempotent only in T n S i ]a i b i so that the max operator is the unique everywhere idempotent continuous s-norm (actually, it is the unique everywhere idempotent s-norm 11]).
Continuous t-norms feature a structure which is dual with respect to the s-norms ones. In fact the following property holds 12] 13]. The link between conventional norms and quantized norms is strict as it can be seen from the following Properties that compare quantized norms with axioms (s1){(s4) and (t1){(t4).
Property 4 . Q-norms are such that (q1) x 0 y 0 x 00 y 00 if x 0 x 00 and y 0 y 00 (q2) x y = y x (q3) (x y) z = x (y z) (q4) x 0 = bx Proof. Properties (q1), (q2) and (q4) are trivial to verify. Moreover, (q2) allows us to verify associativity (Property (q3)) only in three distinct cases, namely when x y z belong to the same interval ]a i b i , when only two of them belong to the same interval ]a i b i and when none of them is in the same interval ]a i b i with another.
In the rst case we h a ve ( x y) z = g ;1 i (g i (g ;1 i (g i (x) + g i (y))) + g i (z)) = g ;1 i (g i (x) + g i (y) + g i (z)) = g ;1 i (g i (x) + g i (g ;1 i (g i (y) + g i (z)))) = x (y z). In the second case let x y 2]a i b i so that also x y 2]a i b i a n d ( x y) z = m a x fa i bzg. Y et, y z = maxfa i bzg 6 2 ]a i b i s o t h a t x (y z) = m a x fa i maxfa i bzgg = m a x fa i bzg.
In the last case, associativity is ensured by associativity of the max operator after quantization is performed.
Property 5 . R-norms are such that (r1) x 0 y 0 x 00 y 00 if x 0 x 00 and y 0 y 00 (r2) x y = y x (r3) (x y) z = x (y z) (r4) x 1 = bx Proof. The proof follows straightforwardly from the proof of Property 4 .
As (s1) (q1), (t1) (r1), (s2) (q2), (t2) (r2), (s3) (q3) and (t3) (r3) quantized norms are almost conventional norms. Yet, as the skeleton operators themselves do not satisfy the equivalent of (s4) and (t4), these axioms do not appear among the properties of quantized norms. The analogy between quantized and conventional norms is further extended by the following Properties: Property 6 . For any x y 2 T, Q-norm satis es the following inequality x y maxfbx byg Proof. The thesis follows immediately from axiom (q1), which g i v es x y x 0 = bx and x y 0 y = by. Property 7 . For any x y 2 T, R-norm satis es the following inequality x y minfbx byg Proof. The thesis follows immediately from axiom (r1), which g i v es x y x 1 = bx and x y 1 y = by.
It should be noted that the previous Properties of q-norms and r-norms are analoous to the corresponding Properties x>y minfx yg and x?y maxfx yg, which hold for any t-norm > and s-norm ? 11] .
As an example, in Figure 5 we report the behavior of a q-norm resulting from the four intervals ]0 1=4 , ]1=4 1=2 , ]1=2 3=4 and ]3=4 1 and from the generators g i (x) = 1 =2+t a n (4x;i;1=2)]. In strict analogy with the structure of continuous s-norms, the contour plot of this non-continuous connective exhibits four square zones aligned along the diagonal of T The analogy between quantized and conventional norms can be further extended to the distributive properties, as the monotonicity of q-ad r-norms guarantees that the correspondent of Property 3 also holds. Yet, q-and r-norms are able to exhibit further distributive behaviors. On the other hand as neither x y nor x z belong to the same interval, then (x y) (x z) = maxfbfminfbx a i g bfminfbx a i ggg = m i n fbx a i gg. 4 . Assume that no interval ]a i b i exist including two of the three variables x y z. In this case the quantizing operator is rst applied to all the variables, and distributivity depends on the distributivity of pure min and max operator.
In nite Aggregation
Before discussing q-t compositions of relations de ned on dense universes we need a formal de nition of such operation. Conjunctions do not enter the problem as the t-norm is applied to a number of truth values equal to the dimensionality of the relation which i s a l w ays nite. Then, we assume that a q-norm is given and de ne how a possibly in nite collection of truth values is aggregated. To do so, letP U be the collection of all the nite subsets of a non-empty universe U and de ne a generalization of the s-norm aggregation in 13] considering a fuzzy set A on U and setting
so that the q-t composition becomes
for a chosen t-norm > : T Note that this de nition introduces a more general concept than topological density o f A(U) a s t h e latter does not consider how many times each v alue is assumed by A. Actually, topological density o f A(U) implies density of the collection assumed by A, the converse being not necessarily true. Nevertheless, the two concepts coincide in a very important case as when when U is topologically dense then the collection of values assumed by a n y c o n tinuous A is dense.
Q-t Composition on Dense Universes
Intuitively speaking, to avoid almost negligible pieces of information to interact with stronger knowledge, q-norms provide a quantization of the truth levels. Actually, t h i s c a n b e a c hieved by simply adopting maxfbx byg as a disjunction but such a c hoice will completely spoil the inference mechanism of the ability t o treat repetitive information. In fact, this quantized version of the max operator is even more non-interactive than the max itself as it makes no distinction between entire ranges of values.
Q-norms are introduced to address the trade-o between information interaction and saturation avoidance when dense collection of truth values have to be considered. The two following properties should clarify how this trade-o is addressed. Property 12 reveals the mechanism governing the trade-o between global non-interactivity and local interaction. The rst being provided by t h e s k eleton operator max which appears also at the aggregation level, while the second is due to the local additive b e h a vior of the q-norms which i s c o n trolled by t h e generators g i .
To nish the characterization of q-t compositions, let us nally clarify how generators may in uence the aggregation and compare s-norm generators with bipolar generators when they are immersed in the same skeleton.
To this aim, consider again the four intervals ]0 1=4 , ]1=4 1=2 , ]1=2 3=4 and ]3=4 1 and adopt the generators g i (x) = ; log(i;4x) which cause the q-norm to be locally isomorphic to the Archimedean s-norm x?y = x + y ; xy 11] . Figure 6 reports the behavior of the resulting q-norm highlighting the analogy between its structure and the one of the q-norm in Figure 5 . Consider now the family of fuzzy sets R(u v)>A(u) parameterized by u and de ned on the universe U = ;1 1] of our previous examples. To ease our example assume here that R(u v)>A(u) = ( 1 ; j uj)(1 + v)=2, Figure 7 for two pro les with v = ;0:6 a n d v = 0 :2). Figure 8 reports B(v) i n t h e t wo cases of q-norm with bipolar generators and with s-norm generators. In both cases this trivial inference gives a quantized shape with no saturation. Yet, bipolar generators and s-norm generators operate a di erent quantization. Figure 7 shows the two pro les whose aggregation results in B(;0:6) and B(0:2) along with the quantization boundaries for a q-norm with bipolar generators (dashed horizontal lines) and s-norm generators (solid horizontal lines). As the aggregation always results in one of the ve v alues 0 1=4 1=2 3=4 1, from the analysis of such q u a n tization boundaries we get that s-norm generators are locally \optimistic", i.e. any dense collection of values not less than (i ; 1)=4 s u r e l y produces a result not less than i=4. On the other hand, bipolar generators provide a more balanced local behavior. In fact, dense collections of values between i=4 ; 1=8 a n d i=4 + 1 =8 are aggregated to i=4. Hence, di erent generators may model di erent grade of \optimism" in the local aggregation, i.e. in how repetitive information is handled.
Conclusion
Quantized norms are non-continuous connectives with the same locally additive structure of continuous norms. Their properties allow the de nition of a relational composition operator between relations on dense universes of discourse.
Being non-continuous, quantized norms do not su er from the saturation e ect when an in nite number of pieces of information must be aggregated and avoid a total loss of information as they still distinguish a certain number of truth or membership levels. Nevertheless, their locally additive behavior ensures that repetitive information is still taken into account and in uences the nal result. Finally, local aspects of such connectives can be adjusted to model locally \optimistic" as well as \balanced" aggregations.
Let us now conclude noting that, thanks to the complete duality b e t ween q-norm and r-norm, the de nition, properties and characterizations we derived for aggregations based on q-norm, can be translated with no di culty in terms of r-norm aggregations and applied to the generalization of the inf-s fuzzy relational composition.
